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Disaster
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To give agency to disaster feels both useful and a forfeit.

To give retreat to disaster. To make it seep through.

Bring it to a fever.

The disaster takes care of everything. I am reminded of wounded

or of everything. What have you done to gain knowledge of the disaster?

What have I done to gain knowledge of the disaster? 

I take a step toward it. It has been flattened into a surface

I can recognize, pixilated until we recognize one another.

Searching for the moment of dissolution and then again 

for the lines of soldering that can be found and traced. 

We know what we have forgotten to know, 

so available and so reluctant. There is burning at the center. 

A fascination turns. I break all of the mirrors and windows to be sure.
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Hillsborough Stadium Disaster
April 15, 1989

Survivors describe the sky.

The moment they realized they could not turn back.

At the Leppings Lane entrance, a brick wall with narrow turnstiles. 

A crowd outside that could not see the crowd inside.

A struggling ground. A wave of movement, five or six feet forward,

perceived as gaining space but the space fills like being suctioned out,

growing tighter. A struggling ground.

A pocket of room. A wave of movement. A pocket of room.
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I come to the wreckage from above. It begins to overflow when I hear 

some piece that speaks softly of a vantage point, a center from which I 

can only see water.

The temperature is too far away from our own and there is steam in the 

mouth. What have I done to gain knowledge of the disaster? A logic that 

makes my body retreat. I call disaster that which does not have the ultimate 

for a limit: it bears the ultimate away in the disaster. 

We call disaster that which does not have us as a limit:

it bears us away in the disaster.
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Excluding the wind chill we could be standing anywhere and know that 

the disaster has been made complete, and has always been complete.

These two operations can be seen as existing at once 

and for a very long time. The question concerning the disaster 

is a part of the disaster: it is not an interrogation but a prayer, 

an entreaty, a call for help. The disaster appeals to the disaster, 

that the idea of salvation, of redemption might not yet be affirmed,

and might, drifting debris, sustain fear.

In the disaster, in its vibrations, we are all drifting debris 

and so we must interrogate our prayer and so we must begin 

to be affirmed in the direction of the explosion, 

in the direction of falling apart.
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Because it is cold or because it is not cold, 

there is going to be a disaster.

There are going to be flames and falling. 

We break at night when the heater clicks,

or we break because the heater clicks.

We wait for the distant sound of a match

and imagine we hear it.
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Brooklyn Theater Fire
December 5, 1876

In 1889, a theater is constructed in downtown Brooklyn

near where the access to the Brooklyn Bridge will be.

In 1897, local residents gather for a performance of The Two Orphans. 

Some reports indicate the fire began just as the play got started. 

Some reports indicate the fire began in the middle of the play. 

There is agreement that an ill-placed kerosene lamp

caused fire to quickly spread over the set pieces 

constructed of light dry wood and painted cotton canvas.
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Today there is an explosion at a fertilizer plant in Texas.

It is 4am. There is still standing and waiting.

They are still counting.

There are between 5 and 15 people dead. 

There are at least 10 people on the edge of being counted.

The numbers will rise.
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Brooklyn Theater Fire
December 5, 1876

There was one way to exit the third floor.

The numbers are in dispute. 

The official verdict states that at the time of the fire

there were roughly 1,000 people in the building:

250 in the parquet and balcony, 

350 in the dress circle,

400 in the gallery. 

Most estimate the number of dead at around 300.

It was half an hour before the back wall

fell into Johnson street.
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We mourn in the low notes of fear that resonate in the basements, 

in the floorboards, in the swelling ground. The disaster appeals 

to the idea of salvation because we are somewhere far away 

when we are inside disaster. And we continue but still 

there is the question concerning the disaster.

And we realize that we have never started it,

having been born into the center of it.

And we realize and still we have not started it.
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I lower my voice when I discuss my project in public.

People ask to be spared the details.

I begin making a list.
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Park Slope Plane Crash
December 16, 1960

Two planes collide somewhere over Staten Island.

One falls onto Brooklyn, onto 7th avenue, onto storefronts,

parked cars, an apartment building and a church.

A single passenger, Stephen Baltz age 11, survives the crash.

He is thrown into a snow bank and is conscious for 3 days

before he loses to the jet fuel that no one knew was in his lungs.

People stand in the street unable to process 

the wing of a passenger plane on the sidewalk.

There is a delay, something to do with information 

reaching the fingertips.
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Because from inside it we are unable to find a distinction.

Because our death is impossible and so it is continuous, 

and so we cannot wake up from it and we cannot interrogate it.

The death of the Other: a double death, for the Other is death already,

and weighs upon me like an obsession with death.

Because our death is impossible it is continuous 

and perhaps, because it is continuous it refuses 

both discovery and extension.

When the Other dies, we are not implicated in the possibility

because that possibility is always unmade, we are implicated 

in our own impossible. 

We stop caught on the inside and our mouths open.
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My brother picks me up from the airport when I visit home.

I can never remember the color of his car.

He drives fast and skillfully like running away,

like avoiding the in-between.

In Park Slope there were 134 total dead, 

including 6 people on the ground, 6 people in the way.

I have no particular fear of flying.

My brother had no fear of driving.

We rarely fear the impossible anyway.
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There are more than I can hold up.

A hot air balloon explodes over Egypt today.

A collection of bodies happens quickly in the aftermath

when collection is possible. Bodies are brought together from wherever

the disaster has taken them. A collection.

There is a tendency to put the numbers in a history.

The most deadly hot air balloon accident since 1989

when two collided over Australia killing 13.

This morning 20 tourists from 4 countries and a pilot fall 1,000 feet.

Initially, 3 survive. One dies in the following days.

The pilot survives with extensive burns.

Remember verging close to a center?

There are more than I can hold up.

May words cease to be arms; means of action, means of salvation.

Let us count, rather, on disarray. 

This makes the scene circular, collapses in on itself.

Allowing ourselves back into the silence. Masks

so many attempts, so many ways of attempting.

A wave of movement. A pocket of room.
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Brooklyn Theater Fire
December 5, 1876

There are many lists of the dead. The lists vary. 

The Solomon family appears on all lists.

I flinch at each mention of Solomon,

my brother’s name.
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1st list, Solomon family:

 SOLOMON, Deborah 20    103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Lena (?)     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Mary 23     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Philip 24     103 Boerum Place

2nd list, December 9, 1876, Lena has become Nina: 

 SOLOMON, Deborah 18     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Mary 22     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Morris 46     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Nina 22     103 Boerum Place

 SOLOMON, Philip 24     103 Boerum Place

3rd list, no addresses or ages, no Mary, Nina has become Lena:

 SOLOMON, Deborah

 SOLOMON, Lena

 SOLOMON, Morris

 SOLOMON, Philip
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Our death is continuous but the death of the Other is known and can fail 

and can be aligned with temporality. Other death is what can be seen from 

afar. Other death weaves into our own continuous stream, and at certain 

intersections, we allow it, but this is simple and short and unconscious. It 

has something to do with how our mouths open and how our eyes process 

to the extent of our fingertips.

We are drifting debris, assimilated into the water because we all hold fear 

in momentum. Because we all hold fear in momentum even when the 

momentum is trapped inside circling, and it is always trapped because 

there is only inside.
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Brooklyn Theater Fire
December 5, 1876

One article has Morris Solomon reporting his family

as missing. He describes his family as his wife and 5 children.

Every list includes Morris Solomon among the dead.

An unofficial account from Samuel Solomon is included in

Burning of the Brooklyn Theater: A Thrilling Personal Experience!

A book of evidence and accounts published anonymously 

shortly after the fire. According to Samuel Solomon

His father Morris (47) a cigar dealer, brother Philip (24) a musician,

Philip’s wife Lena (22), Mary (23), and Deborah (20), 

went into the theater together and were never found. 

He recalls being told the staircase gave way

and is afraid they have been crushed to death and then burned.

Why is Mary missing from the third list?

Such confusion in the wake.

I have found a way to write my brother’s name over and over. 

The Solomon’s lived a 12 minute walk from the theater.
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But, in the relation of the Other to me, everything seems to reverse itself: 

the distant becomes the close-by. And so we begin to share space. 

And so the boundary between us becomes less a line than the 

description of ourselves at any moment of falling. The moments of 

flailing that count as identity, that count as seeing. Because I hold an 

image, I am not falling. But as I am falling, I have become an image.

…this proximity becomes the obsession that afflicts me, that weighs down 

upon me, that separates me from myself…

How have I implicated myself in the falling of a stranger?

To the extent of falling, to the extent of separation as a form of closing in.

…as if separation....did its work within me, dis-identifying me, abandoning 

me to passivity, leaving me without any initiative and bereft of present.
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And without present we could be falling up the fire escape and back into 

the window. And without present we could be falling up the sky and without 

present the line between falling up and breathing becomes undefinable 

and unremarkable. But still, we reside on an inside and the inside moves 

forward with metronomic certainty even as the present begins to disappear.

And then, the Other becomes rather the Overlord, indeed the persecutor…

by charging me with measureless responsibility which cannot be mine since 

it extends all the way to ‘substitution’.  

And so we are left standing in an accusation with which we cannot 

communicate. And so we are left on both sides of an image but standing so 

far above it that our continuous death is challenged to exist in the present. 

I slide under the coffee table, 

breathing in tandem with the wood 

to stall the disintegration of our bodies.
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Hyatt Hotel Skywalk Collapse
July 17, 1981

The glass walkway about the lobby 

of a hotel in Kansas City collapse.

The hotel is constructed one year before. 

There are over a 1,500 people attending a tea dance.

There are 3 long steel and concrete walkways over the lobby.

There is a structural flaw in the walkways.

The top fell into the next, and they both fell into the next

and onto the lobby floor. The lobby fills with water

when a pipe bursts. This has to do with steel tie rods.

There are 114 dead in the lobby.

There is a structural flaw.
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It is elaborate work. Panning in and out 

from a center that is baking.  

The temperature of another translates my own.

Again and again understanding the soft shock of repetition.

Set up to be a part of the broken weather we have come here to follow.
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Hillsborough Stadium Disaster
April 15, 1989

The pressure is particularly formidable against the young.

Jon-Paul Gilhooley is 10 years old and the youngest to die.

Of the 96 dead, 38 are under 20.

James Terrence Harrison did not attend the match. 

He identifies the bodies of his two brothers, Gary and Stephen.

This witness statement incorrectly lists 

Peter Andrew Harrison as one of his brothers.

Peter Andrew Harrison was 15 when he died at Hillsborough,

and is not related to James, Gary, or Stephen. 

Most lists of the dead are arranged alphabetically by last name,

introducing Peter to his brothers in death.

Sometimes the lists are arranged by age 

so the children hover at the top of the list

and flow into adolescence together.
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Describing the project I say, trauma and collective. 

I say, when what we rely on fails us—but this is not the only truth.

A train derails this morning in Spain, killing at least 78,

but the numbers will rise. How do we un-believe together? 

I want to learn. I want to learn as I board a plane.

Dying is the passivity of life, but moving is an illusion,

and so we are stuck escaping life, or life escaped from itself,

and confounded with the disaster of a time without present

which is not still to come. 

Because the surface of the water from so many feet up

has the look of flood and failure—the way it has refused

to breathe and been destroyed by the eagerness of the ocean,

by the incalculable pull of understanding one doesn’t exist,

or at least does not exist in the way one would like

from so many feet up.
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Hillsborough Stadium Disaster
April 15, 1989

Some survivors describe the moment they realized the ambulances were 

not crossing the field. There were direct orders for them to stay away.

The dying re-imagined as rioting. 

Most can describe advertising boards translated into stretchers,

bodies rushed into rows. Being collected. 
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Park Slope Plane Crash
December 16, 1960

In 1960 at least 70 planes crash.

In December of 1960 alone, there are at least 6 plane crashes. 

Brazil, Argentina, West Germany, Philippines, and twice in Russia.

The New York Times headline reads, 

Brooklyn Scene: A Quiet Byway Is Invaded by Death and Chaos.

Sub-heading reads, Sterling Place, an Area of Run-Down Houses, 

Ripped Asunder by Crashing Plane—Residents Tell of Escape.

Mrs. Enright’s apartment building was struck by the falling plane.

I can’t tell you anything…I don’t know what happened. I was sleeping,

and then suddenly I was looking up through the roof at the sky.

There are images. People next to smoldering cars, airplane pieces,

burning mechanics. Faces are unable to understand, 

the image holds them in impossibility.
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In 1960, just months after two planes collide over Staten Island, 

a plane strikes a flock of birds just after departure and falls 

vertically into Boston Harbor.

When the engine of a plane strikes a bird, the term is ingested.

All 4 engines ingested at least one bird. There is approximately

one minute between take off and crash. The plane breaks 

into two pieces as it hits the water. 

There are 10 people seated in the rear of the plane, 

in the piece that breaks off. They are rescued by boat. 

Those in the front half of the plane die fastened in their seats.

Bodies float to shore attached, sitting. 

A yaw is a rotation along the vertical axis. It looks unnatural,

as though the plane is trying to communicate. When I learn

of my brother’s death, I call the airline. I must travel.

I can’t tell you anything. I don’t know what happened.

I was suddenly able to see the sky.
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Hillsborough Stadium Disaster
April 15, 1989

…a distinction should be made between ‘classic’ traumatic asphyxia where 

a sudden rise in venous pressure results in rapid cessation of circulation and 

a high probability of death, and asphyxia due to suppression of breathing.

And so slowly into the moment of tightness. 

And so into the moment of statue.

To tighten standing under blue. 

To tighten drowned out by the tightening of others.

A thorough and slow compression while able to see the sky.

One imagines oxygen deprivation under some other color than blue. 

Perhaps, in a small space inside of something. 

Steel fencing was not an uncommon method of restraining

the upper stands in 1989. The enclosed standing terraces

are subsequently removed from stadiums.
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There is momentum to message, it does not travel backward.

And so there is a whistle. And so the game begins. 

And so they can all describe the sky.
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There are more than I can hold up.

A building collapses. Entire floors.

A factory. A factory falls.

An asylum catches fire. 

There is beginning a flood.

An asylum catches fire.

There are 41 people inside.

We park closer together.

The bus is coming around the corner.

There are more than I can hold up.

Ships collide and sink.

A fertilizer plant explodes.

A building comes undone.

The details are fresh and confusing.

There is beginning a flood.

We park closer together.

We watch together.

The energy rises.

There are more than I can hold up.
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There are rows and pictures and guessing. 

The death toll rises again this morning.

At least 400. At least 15. At least 60.

They are placed in rows. A gold mine

collapses. They are still counting.

To be buried is to be undone and so we are battling, 

and so we have never opened the windows

and so we have never broken any glass.
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I wonder if two bodies constitute a row.
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Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire
March 25, 1911

The building is just around the corner from Washington Square Park. 

The top floor windows are an elaborate shape, easily identifiable,

it is owned by NYU now. On the anniversary there is a ceremony,

a choral piece is written and performed for the occasion.

There was one exit used at the end of the workday,

the only other exit was kept locked to prevent theft.

I take the Tenement Museum tour because I work across the street

on Orchard in an expensive clothing boutique with glass shelves

in a structure built in 1929, just 9 years after the disaster.
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I watch a documentary about the fire made in 2011.

It works to make the workers real so many years later,

but it works too hard and instead makes them pathetic, diluted.

The tour involves a winding path through two apartments

across the street from the museum and my workplace. 

The tour guide points to a bathtub in the kitchen,

the original peeling wallpaper. An historian in the documentary

says industrial buccaneers and extreme individualism. 

The tour guide discusses overcrowding, death by the heat 

of summer, the practice of adding chalk to milk. 

She ends noting without irony how lucky we are 

to have ended such overcrowding, to have the FDA.
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Nietzche: As if my survival were something necessary. 

We are too much sitting atop a nothingness so derived from ourselves

that were we to imagine the planes could stay in the air

we would be compelled to hold them there, 

hold them in the necessity of their survival—

and yet they collide and fall and take with them the instant

and we reconstruct our necessity in the aftermath.
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Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire
March 25, 1911

Some are made aware of the fire immediately. The 8th floor rushes to the 

stairs, the owners on the 10th floor escape to the neighboring building.

The 9th floor holds more than 200, people unalarmed 

until the fire had already overtaken the stairs. 

The flames are as though hunting.

 

Fire-disaster survivors so often describe an unbelievable speed.
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From up here the water is as much nothing as the space

between my self and the water. I begin to feel the plane

is only mine to hold as the woman ahead of me fans herself

with the safety instructions and the woman next to me sleeps—

and the voice on the radio analyzing the plane crash 

at SFO last week says, the magic number is 90.

In case of emergency, there are 90 seconds

before the plane becomes a fire ball.
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We do not repel the earth, to which, in any event, we belong; 

but we do not make of it a refuge… The disaster always belated – 

the disaster, strangled sleep—could remind us of this, 

if there were memory of the immemorable.

And there is no memory of what cannot be,

except, of course, that there is.
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Tenerife Airport Disaster
March 27, 1977

Two planes collide on a small runway in Tenerife.

Carved into the ordinary.

These facts are part of the order of things:

The fog rolls in.

The airport is too small for the unusual traffic.

The PAN AM plane misses their exit.

The KLM plane takes off without permission.

Heavy with fuel. Very low visibility.

One 747 jet runs into another.

The high-pitched noise that clouds the radio

is called a Heterodyne.

The 583 dead are laid out in rows.
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A panicked reason, holding against an exceptional dark.

This dominating situation is pushed to a boundary,

because the boundary is what is left, 

is what can be opened and contented.

These facts are part of the order of things:

Sometime around 3am my brother decides to take a drive.

He uncharacteristically situates himself in the passenger seat.

They drive down a swirling road bordered by forest and ravine.

I wonder if two bodies constitute a row.
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UFA Train Disaster
June 4, 1989

Two trains passing each other cause a spark.

From inside it is a fixed mission, but we are in a harsh ecosystem,

and a natural gas pipeline nearby.

One witness says, people were burning like matches.

This is how I choose to translate that the train seats may have been fabric,

that the instant consumes, that the present is evacuated,

that 575 die in the explosion, that both trains held 

a large number of children on vacation,

that pressure is triangular, soft –

and still it is burning for miles.
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These waters are unstable, but we trek into them long enough 

that we begin to imagine it would be difficult for the tide to turn. 

We like to believe that because steps have been taken, 

steps can be taken. We are proven wrong.
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Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire
March 25, 1911

The workers fill the windows, burn in the windows too high for rescue. 

The wooden elevator makes 3 trips down from the 9th floor before being 

overtaken. Many jump and are pushed into the empty elevator shaft. 

Burned as the crowd collects, as pictures are taken, as pictures are taken 

of the witnesses, as the factory workers become bodies.

At least 50 women do not make it off the factory floor and are burned to 

death. An estimated 20 fall from the side of the building as the fire escape 

buckles. In 2011, 6 previously unidentified bodies are named and added 

to the revised list. The list amends the original count to 146.

Newly included are the Brodsky sisters, Ida and Sarah, the Maltese family, 

mother Catherine and daughters, Lucia and Rosalie. 

In some accounts there is a single woman who survived falling for a couple 

days. In some accounts there are a handful of women who survived falling 

for a couple days. 

There will be incremental changes to workplace safety laws for some.

There will be a museum.
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Columbia Shuttle Disaster
February 1, 2003

It is all about the foam that protects and breaks off during launch.

The shuttle breaks up somewhere over Texas.

To be inside a breaking machine. The foam breaks off and strikes

the shuttle 81 seconds after takeoff, an ending in a beginning.

The crew is told there is absolutely no concern about the foam issue,

8 days into the mission. Caught already and there are still days.

There is a large hole and a spray of white. It begins pixilated.

When it dissolves there are many pieces and extreme heat. When it dissolves 

the 7 aboard are still conscious. When it dissolves the pilot triggers what 

can only be done by a willful person. When it dissolves they try to solve 

the problem they can’t see. When it dissolves the hole in the wing gives 

access to super-heated gases. When it dissolves it had been written for 

days. I become suspicious.
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Victoria Hall Disaster
June 16, 1883

Mr. Fay came to entertain the children of Sutherland.

A sold out show that included 800 children 

on the ground floor and 1,100 in the balcony.  

A ticket included the chance to win a wooden rocking horse.  

As the show came to a close, the children in the balcony

thought they were missing their chance. 1,100 children

run down a staircase toward the single exit,

toward a door that opened inward,

bolted to allow only one child at a time.

Compressive asphyxia. Spinning around like an atom.

The numbers are in dispute but most reports agree 

at least 183 children suffocated in the stairwell.
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Since the disaster always takes place after having taken place, there cannot 

possibly be any experience of it. There cannot possibly be the sound of it.

The way it is hot and cold. The way it has a tendency to breathe and ask.

It hasn’t happened / it happened and there are only bodies in between.

Bodies in a row. Bodies in the water. Bodies in the fire.  

Bodies in the rubble. Bodies in the air.

There is a spark, a shift of energy that evacuates the happening.

How can one enter a relation with the passive past, 

a relation which would itself be incapable of presenting itself 

in the light of a consciousness?

I ask myself into the room. I do not ask to be spared the details as this 

question folds into a negative space within me, creating rather the same 

lack of possibility that I have become skeptical of.

This is a beginning: imagine there is (a) room.
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Columbia Shuttle Disaster
February 1, 2003

Stepping into the shuttle they appear confident, proud.

They are celebrated and collectively risked.

No one tells the pilot that the plane is made of paper

and there is risk of fire.

The shuttle disappears somewhere over Texas.

Debris is found over a 200 mile swatch.

Debris including a video taken by the astronauts during the beginning 

of their decent, minutes before dissolution. When they are jovial.  

When they do not yet know they are falling into an ending.
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No one tells me my plane is made of paper.
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General Slocum Disaster
June 15, 1904

An imposing steam ship left East 3rd street

up the East River with families

headed to a church picnic.

These facts are part of the order of things:

1,342 people are on board.

Few aboard can swim.

For many it is the first time on a boat.

300 feet long and 4 stories tall.

After 15-20 minutes a fire breaks out.

It takes 3 minutes for the fire to consume the ship.

Fire-disaster survivors so often describe an unbelievable speed.
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When the subject becomes absence, then the absence of subject, or dying 

as subject, subverts the whole sequence of existence, causes time to take 

leave of its order, opens life to its passivity.

There is no center of death, but rather a vacuum that leaves a body

struggling against passivity, struggling against the two sides:

it cannot happen / it happened.

Struggling, trapped inside, it is happening without present.
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General Slocum Disaster
June 15, 1904

As bodies were recovered the estimated dead was 200.

In the afternoon, the tide came in, the estimated dead was 500-600.

By the following morning, it was clear, the number was closer to 1,000.
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There are more than I can hold up.

There are 90 seconds before the plane becomes a fire ball.

It takes 3 days for my brother’s body to be found.

No one knows where exactly to look.  

The numbers are in dispute.

There is beginning a flood.

It is suspected that the KLM pilot in Tenerife 

took off without permission because he had practiced

too much simulated flying, that reality got confused.

One rarely fears the impossible anyway.
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The disaster cannot be averted. The moment evacuated.

My brother drives down a mountain. He drives ahead of the disaster.

The disaster finds a pond filled with water. 

This cannot possibly belong to the order of things which come to pass.

I process to the extent of my fingertips.  

The passenger plane on the dining room table.

The dissolution overhead. I encounter myself without present.

And without present he would be driving back home, 

without present his friend makes the turn in the dark.  

To give agency to disaster feels both useful and a forfeit.  

The disaster takes care of everything.
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It is rumored that people aboard the flight that crashed at SFO

hampered evacuation by attempting to bring their carry-on.

I lay out my disaster / responsibility / carry-on.

A fragile excuse, the need for which belies the trouble.
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Responsibility, which separates me from myself...and reveals the 

other in place of me, requires I answer for absence, for passivity…

that I answer for the impossibility of being responsible…

The responsibility of not being there, not having borne the 

exchange.

I draw to the side, frantic.  

I offer my disintegration, and its evidence, my carrion. 

Replacement. Accounting for both distance and exchange.

A line to be drawn around falling apart,

to lay these specifics down onto the infinite.
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Because there is a moon and it is perfect,

there will be a disaster.

The numbers will rise.
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General Slocum Disaster
June 15, 1904

The ship is built and equipped with 2,100 life preservers in 1891.

They are never again refitted or inspected.  

It is suspected that lead piping was sewn inside 

to meet minimum weight requirements.

In 1904, the cork inside the life preservers had disintegrated.

When wet, they offered no buoyancy, and are described

as being like 25 pounds of dirt around the neck.

It takes 3 minutes for the fire to over take the ship.

Those able to find their children put life preservers

around their necks and throw them into the water.

The children sink.
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AFTERWORD

I can’t leave you with the children sinking but you can’t look 

away from them either. They are still there on the surface of 

the East River caught between air and water, static but elastic 

like memory. It is in this liminal space that I was caught while 

writing Disaster, and what I can tell you now is that I don’t 

feel like an only child in the world even though my sibling has 

died, and it has something to do with living in that space, with 

surviving there. 

At some point while working on Disaster, a friend told me 

she heard about a plane crash and thought of me. It is a 

fascination and it is ugly.

During the process of researching this book, I spent time 

with images that captured last moments and disaster 

aftermath. The documentation of just before and just after 

the explosion, the failure, the disintegration. They are 

documented because there is little else one can do with 

ones hands in the moment of witness. They are documented 

because the rest of us need to know for sure that we are not 

among the dead and that something will be done to keep 

the disaster at a distance. The images keep us separate 

and safe, and yet I found myself moving closer because the 
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moment before the division of futures can be a place of 

comfort if you can keep yourself there.

The fascination required rules in order not to wander and 

get lost. I set parameters for the project that helped me 

understand and direct my fascination. I created a boundary 

that included disastrous accidents, moments of human or 

technological failure that resulted in mass casualties. It 

included structural collapses, plane malfunctions, crowd 

crush, building fires, etc. It was inside these parameters that I 

discovered disasters which allowed me to investigate my own. 

The boundary did not extend to disasters that were natural 

or explicitly caused. It is the malevolent and natural that 

have always already happened, the disasters I include here 

were orchestrated by a sickening mix of poor planning, 

miscommunication, fatal indifference, and chance. In 

particular it is the element of chance that opens up the 

possibility of evading the other factors, of imagining the one 

quick turn that changes the course of events.

It is remarkably simple to lose someone. Disaster is 

conclusive and fixed, yet everywhere something is happening 

that steers the course of the next disaster. These moments 

accumulate in the same direction until a pinnacle is reached, 

an outcome like a constellation of stars. The frustration of 

knowing the accumulated moments in retrospect is relentless. 
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When my brother died in an accident, I mourned in part by 

combing the details. I marched through the poor planning, 

miscommunication, fatal indifference, and chance. I studied 

the details, the car his friend was driving, the weather 

conditions, the curve in the road. From this distance, I can 

see clearly the momentum leading to the disaster and the 

critical moment in which futures diverge.  

I followed the path from the point of disaster back through the 

details, and soon I was tracing the path of disasters that didn’t 

belong to me but in which I saw some of my own mourning, 

something I could recognize, something that was magnified, 

something made large enough to crawl inside.

Death is routine. This is simply my collection of evidence that 

there was a life here. This is my lens of extremity through 

which to view the very unoriginal happening that is death. 

I offer you the details, the facts that came to be part of the 

order of things. 

In a sense, it is appalling that I have inhabited this space.  

None of this is mine. Even my own disaster has been stolen 

from my brother, from his collection of facts. This is all an 

elaborate way to say I want to go back and change an instant, 

as so many of us want. It is a way to make my disaster large 

enough to be seen.
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In another sense, we look away so quickly from disaster. We 

take it in every day and count ourselves fortunate to be spared. 

In my research, I found many instances of people dangerously 

unable to comprehend the situation they found themselves 

in, unable to run from what they couldn’t fathom existed 

even while it came furiously toward them. We, spectators of 

disaster, find ways to fold these events into our understanding 

of the world by making them each unique and unprecedented. 

Here I have done the same, all of this to make my disaster 

unique and unprecedented because that feels true. This is how 

we survive even while we know the disaster is inescapable, 

always building itself somewhere just out of sight. This is how 

we survive.  



NOTES

Italicized text is from Maurice Blanchot’s The Writing of the 

Disaster (1980) except where indicated.

Italicized text on page 30 is from The Hillsborough 

Independent Panel Report.
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EXCERPTS FROM LIKE A SOLID TO A SHADOW 

BY JANICE LOBO SAPIGAO

(Track One)

This is the continuation of my tapings from ‘side A’ to ‘side B.’ 

In the first place, uh, I would like to elaborate to you or inform 

you that, uh, in the second to the last paragraph of my tapings, 

there was a...a wordings there which I stated March twenty-

two. Requesting an amendments, instead of July twenty-two, I 

stated there March twenty-two. So, to correct, despite the uh, 

mistakes, please understand, uh, na lang, dahil, uh, maybe I was 

so excited, my, uh, my tapings. So, thereafter, uh, I request for 

an amendments amending the, uh, mistakes there are.

Ket, uh, daytoy, uh, tapings ko ti Side B. Uh, As it is, there is 

only a little bit...so that’s how it is. I don’t know and I’m not sure 

about the duration na because of the, uh, the busy...busy-busy. 

Uh, right now, I wish I could call you but there are two Somalian 

engineers with me here in the Material and Planning office. Pero, 

three, so I, took the advantage to call you after because there 

was a telephone, international telephone there at.
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Ket, uh, later on there is...uh...I have with me (I am carrying with 

me), over here, a package. Ket, uh, I am going to do whatever it 

takes (going to go through the hard task) of getting it to you to 

register. Tomorrow, tomorrow (later, later), di toy, di toy, will pass 

by through the post office. Ket, uh, or maybe I should rather call 

you (I also name you), mahal, I wake up and think about you. 

Nag-surat to you, tell you about my day, how it is over here, kasta 

mut, uh, uh...affidavit of support ko ti pawit mo. Ti, uh, application 

for visa filling up, which I sent to you, uh, to...to only to see, uh, 

the, uh criteria of the application. So, I hope, you will understand 

and, uh, pray for my, uh, fast, uh...expend–, ex, ex–uh, ex–uh, 

expedite for, uh, the facilities...facilitate of my papers to coming 

there. Ket, I cannot wait until I get there to you (I will arrive over 

there to you soon) because it is my chance and opportunity, not 

that I am running, but, uh, I’m only, uh, I would like to fulfill, 

uh, my promises to be with you. Every now and then.
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• The Arabians spread Islam in the Southern Philippines.

• How we count in the US is how we count in the Philippines.

• 2,000 borrowed words come from Indian languages.

• Ilokano is called “a language without rules” by foreign learners.

• Why do people learn other languages?

• The Spanish used language to divide and conquer in the   

   Philippines.

• Spanish was the language of the elite.

• They did not formally teach it to the Filipinos.

• Filipinos learned Spanish through commerce.

• Spanish words entered by shortening numbers.





What happens when you do not know your family?

What happens when you discover a family secret?

If you are the family secret?

If everyone knows and you do not?



A colleague of mine told me that he used to draw Saudi Arabia 

on his tests in school.

He said that his drawings reminded him of his father’s sacrifices 

for their family.

I imagined his fatherlessness just as I imagined my own. 



Rule 1. Use the apostrophe to show possession. To show 

possession with a singular noun, add an apostrophe plus the 

letter s.

Example: Father’s sacrifices

An example of this is “father’s sacrifices.” This means that the 

sacrifices belong to the father. This means that he has given up, 

offered – strategically, religiously, constantly. This means that he 

left and that his absence is a sacrifice. That when he sacrificed 

to go away, that I have sacrificed, too. I inherited his sacrifice. 

I duplicate sacrifice.

Rule 2. Use the apostrophe to show the omission of letters. 

Apostrophes are used in contractions. A contraction is a word (or 

set of numbers) in which one or more letters (or numbers) have 

been omitted. The apostrophe shows this omission. Contractions 

are common in speaking and in informal writing. To use an 

apostrophe to create a contraction, place an apostrophe where 

the omitted letter(s) would go.

An example of this is “father’s sacrifices.” This means that, 

without the apostrophe, one would also be saying “father is 

sacrifices.” The father, singular, has sacrificed many times, in 

the plural form. This means that more than one sacrifice has 

been made. That the father is an embodiment of multiple forms 

of sacrifice. 



I was 23 years old when my mom told me that my dad 

used to send her spoken love letter cassette tapes.

He would speak his letters onto a microphone, which 

recorded onto a cassette tape.

She said she’d only listen to them once and then 

put them away.
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promoting critical poetic work by emerging and established 
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excluded from the literary mainstream. We believe in the 

radical potential of collaborative, hybrid, and embodied 
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